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Abstra t

A ording to Whitney, every 3- onne ted planar graph admits a unique
embedding in the sphere or, equivalently, in the plane. Tutte showed that
the ombinatorial information is suÆ ient for providing a straight line planar embedding. In 1922 Steinitz proved that 3- onne ted planar graphs are
exa tly skeletons of onvex 3D polyhedra. This means that the topologial hara terization of Whitney extends to 3D geometri al representation.
Tutte's simple and eÆ ient method an be lifted into 3D polyhedral drawing
using methods involving Maxwell-Cremona stress theorem.
The Lapla e method for graph drawing proved to be suitable for 3D
representations of some lasses of graphs. However, there are no guaranties
that the fa es will be planar. Re ently it was proved (Lovasz et al.) that the
so- alled Colin de Verdiere generalization of Lapla e matrix ould give very
good polyhedral representations of 3- onne ted planar graphs.
In these presentation algorithmi aspe ts of above approa h to the problem is dis ussed. The algorithmi onstru tion of onvex polyhedron orresponding to planar 3- onne ted graphs has numerous appli ations in rystallography and hemistry.
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1 Representations of Graphs
Graphs are ombinatorial stru tures for representing several real-life stru tures, having onne tions between some pairs of nodes, for instan e atoms
and bonds. In a graph G nodes are alled verti es and onne tions are alled
edges, represented by sets V (G) and E (G), respe tively. Graphs in raw form
ontain only information about onne tivity of nodes. One an assign additional information to edges. This information is most often numeri al and is
alled a weight, for instan e: edge ij between verti es i and j has weight !ij .
Additional information an also be assigned to verti es.
Imagine that a graph G represents a mole ule (verti es = atoms, edges =
bonds). Having additional information in verti es (type of atom) and weights
on edges (for instan e: length of bond), one an try to nd a visualization of
the graph G in R d , d = 2; 3.
Graphs are visualized in R d by means of a map  : V (G) [ E (G) ! R d ,
d = 2; 3, whi h is alled a representation of a graph in R d . If we regard
ve tors (u), u 2 V (G), as row ve tors, we may represent  by jV (G)j  d
matrix R with the images of the verti es of G as its rows. The representation
 is orthonormal if RT R = Im . A representation  is alled balan ed if
u2V G (u) = 0.
The idea of graph representation goes ba k at least to Tutte [11, 12℄,
where it is stated primarily for 3- onne ted planar graphs.
The energy of the representation  is de ned in general form to be the
value:
E () =
!uv jj(u) (v )jj2
(1)
uv2E (G)

P

X

where

! : E (G)

!R

+

is a map de ning an edge-weighted graph.

2 Drawing Methods
Methods for drawing graphs an be divided into two ategories:




Iterative methods: spring-embedders su h as Ni eGraph in Vega [7℄.
Exa t methods: Lapla e method [9℄, Tutte method [12℄, Lovasz method
[5℄ Stress based methods [2℄, [3℄
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2.1

Ni eGraph

Ni eGraph algorithm is a typi al spring-embedder algorithm in R d , d = 2; 3.
The verti es of a graph G are represented by points in R d , the edges between
verti es are represented by straight lines between orresponding two verti es
and operate as springs produ ing attra tive for e between verti es. Between
ea h two non-adja ent verti es there is a repulsive for e. In ea h iteration
we al ulate resultant for es of all other verti es and springs to ea h vertex.
A ording to the dire tion and magnitude of resultant for e ve tor, ea h
vertex is moved towards dire tion of the for e ve tor by the distan e that is
some fun tion f of magnitude of the ve tor.
The method is easy to implement and is relatively fast. The drawings
produ ed by the method are \ni e" in general. One annot use this algorithm alone to draw 3- onne ted planar graphs in R 3 as skeletons of onvex
polyhedra sin e there is no guarantee that the resulting drawing would be
anyhow similar to some kind of skeleton of onvex polyhedra. Remarkably,
the drawings obtained by this method are nearly onvex polyhedral. The
problems are with onvexity and fa ets that are in general not planar.

Figure 1: Fullerene C60 using Ni eGraph.
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2.2

The Lapla e Method

P

The matrix Q with the elements quv = !uv ; uv
EG; quu =
uv2EG quv is alled the generalized
weighted graph G.
Theorem 2.1 ([9, 6℄).

Let

G

and the generalized Lapla ian

    n

2 > 0.
G in R m

and that

representation of

2

EG; quv

Lapla ian

= 0; uv 2
=
of an edge-

be an edge-weighted graph with edge-weights

Q.

Assume that the eigenvalues of

Pm

Q

are

1

!



The minimum energy of a balan ed orthonormal
equals

+1
i=2 i .

Note that the orthonormal representation  of the above Theorem is given
by the matrix [x2 ; : : : ; xm+1 ℄ omposed of orthonormal eigenve tors orresponding to 2 ; : : : ; m+1 . For m = 2 and m = 3 we get a graph drawing in
R 2 and R 3 , respe tively. Examples of su h drawings are shown in Figure 2.
Any pro edure that obtains a representation of a graph by solving the eigenvalue and eigenve tor problem will be alled the eigenve tor method. In the
above ase, Theorem 2.1 guarantees that the eigenve tor method produ es a
representation that minimizes the energy given by (1).

Figure 2: A R 2 representation of the dode ahedron using se ond and third
eigenve tors of the Lapla e matrix Q and a R 3 representation of the C60
fullerene, using se ond, third and fourth eigenve tors.
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2.3

The Tutte method.

A y le C of G is alled peripheral if no edge not in C joins two verti es in
C and G n C is onne ted. For example, any fa e of a 3- onne ted planar
graph an be shown to be a peripheral y le.
We say, that a representation  of G is bary entri relative to a subset S
of V G if for ea h u 2
= S the ve tor (u) is the bary enter of the images of
neighbors of u.
Theorem 2.2 (Tutte). Let C be a peripheral y le in a onne ted graph
G. Let  be a mapping from V C to the verti es of a onvex V C -gon in
R 2 su h that adja ent verti es in C are adja ent in the polygon. The unique
2
bary entri representation determines a drawing of G in R . This drawing

j

has no

j

rossings if and only if the graph is planar.

A bary entri drawing based on this theorem is obtained by solving the
system of equations
(v )

=

X

1
(u);
deg(v ) u2N (v)

It is sometimes alled the

Tutte drawing

v

2 V G n S:

(2)

of a graph.

Figure 3: A Tutte R 2 representation of the dode ahedron and Le(C60 ).
of

The Tutte method an be generalized if weights !ij are used in (2) instead
1
. Compare [8℄.
deg v
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2.4

The Lovasz method

The Lovasz method is based on null-spa e representation of \almost" Colin
de Verdiere matri es.
Let G be a 3- onne ted graph with the vertex-set V (G) and the edge-set
E (G) and M be a jV (G)j  jV (G)j matrix su h that

8
><< 0
1. Mij = 0
>:= arbitrary
2.

M

if ij 2 E (G)
if ij 2
= E (G) and i 6= j
if i = j

has exa tly one negative eigenvalue (of multipli ity one).

3. orank(M ) = 3.
It is known [4℄ that orank of M orresponding to 3- onne ted planar
graph equals 3. Let x1 ; x2 ; x3 be a base of the null-spa e of M , where xi =
(ui1 ; : : : ; uin), n = jV (G)j. The null-spa e representation of G is de ned as
mapping:
uj
 : V (G) ! R 3 ;
:j!
juj j ;
where uj = (u1j ; u2j ; u3j ) is a ve tor onsisting of the j -th omponents of
ve tors xi . In [4℄ it was proved that  indu es an embedding of G into a
unit sphere. Edges are represented as geodesi s between the images of their
endpoints.
Furthermore, in [5℄ it is shown that a so- alled properly s aled Colin de
Verdiere matrix and a mapping
0
0
0

: V (G) [ E (G) ! R 3 ;
: j ! uj ;
: ij ! straight line between 0 (i) in 0 (j ).

yield a polyhedral representation of G in R 3 , i.e. 0 (G) represents a skeleton
of a onvex polyhedron given by G. Properly s aled matrix an be easily
obtained from matrix M satisfying onditions above.
Conversely, having a polyhedral representation of G, one an obtain a
properly-s aled Colin de Verdiere matrix.
Properties of the method are:



Properly s aled Colin de Verdiere matrix of G is a spe ial ase of generalized Lapla ian of G.



On e we have a properly-s aled Colin de Verdiere matrix we an easily
obtain a polyhedral drawing.



Colin de Verdiere matrix is, in general, diÆ ult to obtain.
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2.5

Stress based methods

is a weighted graph drawn in the plane su h that the edges
are drawn as straight line segments. Weight !ij on ea h edge ij is alled a
stress. Let !ij = 0 if ij 2
= E (G) and !ij = !ji . Graph is in equilibrium stress
if
n
Stressed graph

0=

X

!ij ((j ) (i)); i = 1; : : : ; n:
j =1
Let  be an embedding of graph G in the plane su h that all fa es are onvex.
Let F be the outer fa e of the embedding. The edges on F are alled exterior
edges and the other edges are alled interior edges. We all stress !ij an
internally onvex stress if !ij > 0 and ij is interior edge. If internal stresses
are positive and external stresses are negative, then the stress is alled a
onvex stress. If the fa e F is a triangle then any internally onvex stress an
be onverted to onvex equilibrium stress [1℄ just by solving an equilibrium
stress equations for three remaining exterior stresses for edges of F .
Let  be a Tutte embedding of G with triangle F in plane z = 1. As it is
known from Tutte method, all internal stresses are 1. So one an ompute
the stresses on triangle F and obtain onvex equilibrium stress. To ea h fa e
r we asso iate a linear fun tion de ned on the fa e.
fr (x; y )

= ar x + br y + r :

(3)

A ording to [1℄ any solution of equations below for set of fun tions fr , r is
a fa e of (G), maps the fa es of (G) to fa ets of orresponding polyhedra:
!ij

=

Æ (r; s)(fs (x ; y )

fr (x ; y ))

[(i); (j ); p ℄
fr (x; y ) = fs (x; y ) for ea h point (x; y ) su h that (x; y; 1) 2 (ij );
ij edge separating fa es r; s.

(4)

Fa e F remains on the plane z = 1, while other fa es lift to orresponding fa ets de ned by graphs of orresponding fun tions fr . Parameters in
equations (3) and (4) are:





= (x ; y ; 1) { some point in the plane
with any image of edge (ij ).

p

z

= 1 that is not ollinear

[(i); (j ); p ℄ = det((i); (j ); p ) { usual triple produ t in R 3 .
Æ (r; s)

orientation oeÆ ient. Æ (r; s) = 1, if in the ounter lo kwise
ordering of verti es around fa e r vertex i pre edes vertex j . Otherwise
Æ (r; s) = 1.
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[2℄
Input: A ombinatorial planar embedding of a 3- onne ted graph
3
Output: A graph drawing in R representing a skeleton of orresponding
polyhedron.
The algorithm

1. If

G

does not ontain a triangle, then repla e

by dual G .

G

2. Choose a triangle F and draw it as an equilateral triangle on the plane
z = 1.
3. Using Tutte's algorithm draw the remaining verti es and edges of G
produ ing a planar drawing that has an internally onvex stress. Calulate the remaining three stresses on F and obtain onvex equilibrium
stress on embedded graph G.
4. Find a solution of system of equations above obtaining set of linear
fun tions fr for ea h fa e r.
5. Using mappings fr nd the images of verti es from Tutte embedding
and draw a polyhedron P .
6. If ne essary, repla e P with its re ipro al polyhedron P  .
The good thing about this method is that one an use it for drawing
Steinitz representations of 3- onne ted planar graphs. The resulting polyhedra may not be \ni ely" shaped. If one tries to draw for instan e a skeleton
of fullerene the obtained drawing may not be satisfa tory.
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Figure 4: Dode ahedron.

Figure 5: Dual of dode ahedron
drawn by the Tutte method

Figure 6: Lift of the plan graph Figure 7: The re ipro al polyhedron of i osahedron of Figure 6 is
of Figure 5 to an i osahedron
dode ahedron with planar fa es.
in 3D.
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